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• Take a copy of the “Five Faces of Genius” 
profiler on your table.  Answer the questions 
quickly; do not overanalyze.

• Grid your answers on the Profiler Key.

• The numbers go horizontally: 1-2-3-4-5

• Put “1” in the appropriate column (a or 
b)

• Add the 1’s in the shaded columns.

• High numbers = you’re strong in that 
face. 

Identify your creative style.
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Facilitating Teams Through Creative Engagement

J u n e  H a n l e y

V i c e  P r e s i d e n t ,  

P r i n c i p a l  P l a n n e r



Learning Outcomes

• Of five creative toolsets, identify which one dominates 

your thinking style and develop ways to use the others.

• Become the champion and facilitator for both valuing 

and using different thinking styles and decision-making 

skills.

• Through orchestrated discussion about a case study 

problem, evaluate ways to use the five different toolsets 

and problem-solving skills.

• Using these tools and team experiences, develop 

strategies for acknowledging and using each person’s 

strengths within a team.
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01 Identify your creative style



Identify your creative style.
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…but what does it mean?



02 The five sets of tools



The five faces of genius

Learn to:

• understand the faces.

• Identify your own strengths and 
weaknesses.

• use each one.

• spot them in others.

• work differently (add to your skills).

• avoid pitfalls.

• work in teams with those who use 
other faces. 





AND HERE THEY ARE…

T h e  S e e r T h e  O b s e r v e r T h e  A l c h e m i s t T h e  F o o l T h e  S a g e



The seer…

• Pay attention to images in their mind’s 

eye.

• Manipulate their images to discover 

great ideas.

• Visualize in great detail.

...the power to image or visualize

characteristics



The seer…
...the power to image or visualize



The seer

“I have things in my head that are not like what someone has taught me…shapes and ideas so 

near to me, so natural to my way of being and thinking, that it hadn’t occurred to me to put them 

down.”

Georgia O’Keefe



The seer

“I have no special talents. I am only 

passionately curious.”

“Imagination is more important than 

knowledge. Knowledge is limited; 

imagination encircles the world.”

“An hour sitting on a bench with a pretty girl 

seems like a minute. A minute sitting on a 

hot stove seems like an hour. That’s 

relativity.”

Albert Einstein



Skills of the seer

Pay attention to the images in their mind’s eye

• Study them and see everything.

• Expect an idea worthy of pursuit.

Ray Kroc, MacDonalds

Manipulate their images to discover great ideas

• alter the images to test new ideas. 

• morph ideas and try for new outcomes. 

Visualize in great detail.



Close your eyes at work.

What do you see in response to your problem? 

What is the wildly successful picture?

Question the barriers.

Which ones are solid and can’t be moved?

Which ones are soft and malleable?

Figure out  the stepping stones to get to your final vision.

Visualize unmet needs.  (Of students. Of parents. Of coworkers.)

Don’t push your mental pictures to the side because you are busy.

Developing Seer Skills



Take rests. Creative energy is not possible to sustain at 

high levels all the time.

Find solitude during work. Learn to protect your alone 

time.

Most ideas happen at the transition between focused 

energy and relaxation.

Insight is not fact – it is an assumption, hunch or intuition 

about a fact.

...how to work differently

If this is not your strong face…



...if  it is

• It is HARD for the Seer to branch out and use 

other skills.

• Develop communication skills and patience to 

share your visions with others. You 

see…make them see.

The Pitfalls



Seers use pictures to convey concepts, so they can help 

the team figure out how to convey ideas clearly.

Seers encourage others to think through the details of 

ideas and sequencing of events.

A seer helps the rest of the team visualize 

• the objectives 

• the midterm goal

• the final outcome

Seers in TEAMS





The observer

characteristics

...the power to notice detail

• Stand in awe of the 
world around them.

• Notice and cherish detail.

• Are driven by 
unrelenting curiosity

• Use beauty as inspiration 
for their ideas.



The observer…
...the power to notice detail



The observer
...the power to notice detail



The observer
...the power to notice detail



Skills of the observer
Look at and listen to the world around you.

Collect and analyze detail…as means to an end.

Cherish the detail others find ordinary.

Allow your Curiosity: the hallmark of the observer. 

Connect the dots. Look at the details as 

ingredients for a new idea.

Appreciate beauty in your work. 

• aesthetics 

• pride in doing whatever you do well 

• attention to care of colleagues / customers.



Developing Observer Skills

Relentlessly wonder “why.”  And find 

out.

Pay attention to whispers.  What bothers 

you?  What could it mean?

Watch for small influences and look for 

themes.

Strive for aesthetics, care and kindness 

in your business.



...how to work differently

If this is not your strong face…

Learn to slow down. Give yourself time to think.

Practice hypothesizing. “What do the details 

mean?” What larger issues do they point to?

Don’t be a slave to technology; use it. It doesn’t 

give you ideas or make you think. 

Explore what bothers you.

Ask yourself, “What is my client (user, student) 

looking for and can’t find?”



...if  it is
The Pitfalls

Be sure that you have collected the right data 

and the right cross-section of data.

Don’t just collect data; data is important when 

it illustrates the concept.

Teams need observers more than observers 

perceive they need the team. Realize the 

value of others’ contributions.



OBSERVERS IN TEAMS…

Observers are the “creative conscience” of the 

group. They help to ensure the group is solving 

the right problem.

Their ideas are firmly rooted in the issues -

observed through sensitive attention to detail.

Much of the observer’s creative process happens 

when he/she is alone. They may be impatient with 

“brainstorming” when they feel that the problem 

isn’t well-defined.

When possible, give observers information in 

advance.





The alchemist

characteristics

...the power to mix domains

Borrow ideas.

Find insight in connections.

Allow a broad range of interests

to fuel their ideas.

“I stand on the shoulders of giants.” 

Sir Isaac Newton



The alchemist
...the power to mix domains



The alchemist
...the power to mix domains



The alchemist
...the power to mix domains
Lady Gaga

• Fast Company’s Most Creative 

Person at age 29

• Mixes pop music, fashion, web 

savvy and causes

• If she promotes a brand:

• 3.8 million Twitter followers

• 6.4 million Facebook fans

• #1 YouTube video of all time.

• Gave away show tickets for 

community service, generated 

30,000 hours.



Skills of the alchemist

“Copy others, just don’t copy 

yourself.”

Pablo Picasso

Decide where and what to steal.
Keep your eyes open for what is 
happening around you. Make connections 
to the problem you’re solving.

Find inspiration in conversation.
Bounce ideas off others.
Use conversations to spark ideas 
about the problem you’re trying to 
solve.

Mix work and play: alchemists do not live 
compartmentalized lives.

• Work provides ideas for home.
• Home provides ideas for work.



Developing Alchemist Skills

Use analogies as bridges to ideas.

“That’s like…”

Avoid “silo thinking.”

•If being an expert limits your thinking, you are 

state-of-the-past.

•Alchemists are so interested in other fields that 

they challenge “the way we’ve always done 

things.”

Start a think tank with your colleagues.

Don’t resent the time; there is no “objective” or “outcome.” 

What have you seen / read lately?

What interests you? Trends? Horizons for change?



...how to work differently

If this is not your strong face…

Seek out people at work that think differently than 

you do.  Have a regular discussion session. 

Create a thought  journal that is as important as 

your calendar. What bothers you?  What could 

be better? How could you help?

Look for inspiration from all parts of your life. 



...if  it is
The Pitfalls

Since analogies are easy, make sure you haven’t 

minimized the differences. Move on.

Alchemists have lots of rapid-fire ideas and like to 

talk them through. Screen your ideas to make sure 

you’re sharing the best ones.

Learn to respect the creative styles of others; this 

may mean waiting for them to process in their own 

style.



ALCHEMISTS IN TEAMS…

Alchemists have reputations as creative 

leaders. 

• Wealth of ideas

• Intuitive leaps from compelling 

analogies.

• “That reminds me of…”

• “That’s like…”

Use of analogies make them powerful 

communicators.

Alchemists love creative group environments. 

They may need to wait for others to create in 

their own time and their own style.





The fool…

characteristics

...the power to celebrate weakness

Is anything but. (often the smartest 

person in the room)

Has unending perseverance.

Excels at inversion.

Uses absurdity to break through.

“Device to root out evil” 

Dennis Oppenheim



...Turn it opposite. Be stubborn.  Persevere.

The fool…
...the power to celebrate weakness



...Turn it opposite.  Be stubborn.  Persevere.

The fool…
...the power to celebrate weakness



Andrew Wiles

Fermat’s Last Theorem

Turn it opposite.  

Be stubborn.  

Persevere.

The fool…
...the power to celebrate weakness

Andrew Wiles



Skills of the fool

Turn things upside down.

• Reverse expectation and find the surprise.

• Realism           Photography          Impressionism

• Fools flip around your expectations. They make 

you laugh by pointing out a vulnerability or 

showing a weakness.

• Dig below the surface and find the truth.



Developing foolish skills

See absurdity as breakthrough

• Take a notion and push it to the extreme.

To develop working ideas efficiently, 

I try to fail as fast as I can.
Richard Feynman, Nobel laureate physicist 

Honor  your errors. If you are in charge of other people, allow them to honor theirs.

Examine accidents to see if you can learn anything.

“What do I do when I make a mistake?”

If the answer is, “forget it” or “cover it up so no one will notice,” you may be throwing out a good idea.

Opposites are often related. The fool knows this instinctively and surprises us by revealing both sides of a truth.

Unending Perseverance

• Fools persevere because they have a passion for what is right.

• To create, you must be able to persevere. 

• stand the pressure you put on yourself

• stand the pressure put on you by others

• stand the chaos.



DEVELOPING  ‘FOOLISH’ SKILLS

“You’ll never get that through the Architectural Review Board.”

University of Maryland 

Physical Sciences Complex

Plaza 



DEVELOPING  ‘FOOLISH’ SKILLS

“We don’t DO lobbies.”

University of Maryland 

Physical Sciences Complex

Quantum Cafe 



DEVELOPING  ‘FOOLISH’ SKILLS

Turn it inside out.



...how to work differently

If this is not your strong face…

Go the other way.
• Try the “upside down” approach.
• Ask yourself “What are the constraints? the boundaries? 

The rules?” Then try to invert them.

Dina Campion and the 

Frappucino

Celebrate failure and find success.
• Avoiding failure will surely lead to failure.
• Failure is where the lessons lurk.
• Weakness is the underside of opportunity.

Generate ideas by pushing a notion to the extreme.  

Persevere.
• Take risks. Try things.
• Follow your instinct.
• What do you really care about at work? Do it. 
• Don’t give up too early.



...if  it is
The Pitfalls

Fools sometimes don’t think of how much disruption their ideas will 

cause. Ease the path.

Fools need to practice a measure of patience. 

Perseverance can work in their favor, but it can also turn ears 

deaf if they push without wisdom.

Fools need to achieve a balance between knowing when to push 

and when to back off.



FOOLS IN TEAMS…

Fools are good roadblock busters.

Fools enjoy collaborating with one or two creative partners and usually no 

more. 

Fools are exactly what a team often needs to reinvent themselves in a 

changing world.

• Consider their ideas carefully, even if they’ve broken all the rules. 

• Let them know how much you need them.

• Give them as much autonomy as possible.

• Give them access to the highest level of decision-making possible.

• Try to find “partners” for fools…usually a sage.





The sage…
...the power to simplify

“The art of art, the glory of expression, the 

sunshine of the light of letters, is simplicity.”

Walt Whitman

Uses simplicity as the path to ideas.

Seeks elegance.

Accesses history as the ground for 

inspiration.



The sage

“”My aim is to put down on paper what I see and what I feel in the best and simplest way.” 

--Ernest Hemingway

...the power to simplify



MARTHA GRAHAM

The sage
...the power to simplify



Skills of the sage
...the power to simplify

▪ Simplicity is the path to ideas.

▪ Sages value history as the inspiration for 

ideas. Look at the past , reapply it to the 

present in some unique way.

▪ History is a guide for the present; so it 

follows that sages love stories.



The sage
...the power to simplify

Sages find inspiration in history.



The sage
...the power to simplify

2004

1978

2014

DON’T YOU WISH YOU HAD KEPT…

1954

Look at the past, reapply it to the present. 



The sage
...the power to simplify

simplify

When I am working on a problem I never think 

about beauty. I only think about how to solve 

the problem. But when I have finished, if the 

solution is not beautiful, I know it is wrong.

Buckminster Fuller



Developing sage skills
simplify

Where am I going, and how can I get there simply?

Beware complexity.

Where in your work process are things tangled?

How can you straighten it out?

Look at difficulty as a signal. Complexity is a sign of 

opportunity to a sage.

Notice elegance in your work. Go for it.

Search your past  (and that of others) to see if 

you have encountered the problem before.

Learn how to tell the stories. The stories are 

what interest people. 



The sage
Search history; mine the past.

UMASS LOWELL: 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND INNOVATION CENTER

• Lowell Mill, circa 1912 • ETIC, circa 2012 • Utilities Above • Utilities Above (Interstitial)



...how to work differently

If this is not your strong face…

Focus like a laser on the core issues.

Let a story loose; create the story you will want to tell.

Find the straightest path…strip away the unessentials.

To look forward, look back.  What can you learn?

If it doesn’t bring you joy, 

let it go.

Marie Kondo



...if  it is
The Pitfalls

Sages have a slant toward austerity and can sometimes 

ignore important information.

Avoid looking back too much. Sages can get trapped into 

thinking that there are no new ideas and try to rehash the 

past. Use the past as a stimulus, not a limitation.



SAGES IN TEAMS…

Sages are very focused and are often the first 

person in the team to frame the issue.

Sages have a keen eye for truth.

Sages like “smooth and elegant.”

They often bring the discussion back to the topic 

at hand when it has drifted.

They like a leadership role, but need to be careful 

to avoid narrowing of ideas too early.





03 Team Exercise



36,000 asf

TEAM EXERCISE

You, a group of visionary faculty, have been assigned by the 

provost to develop the optimal space program for a Center 

for Innovative Teaching and Learning.  

Faculty are still being rewarded for teaching very large 

classes and routinely teach introductory courses with over 

300 students.  But you know that the best learning happens 

through active participation in activities. Your most common 

section sizes are 24, 36, 48 and 72 students.

Your budget will allow you 36,000 assignable 

square feet.
Your group has developed a program of

60,000 assignable square feet. 

As a team, you MUST decide the best kit of parts for this 

building to recommend to the provost. 

How do you do this?



PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS:

Auditorium 275p

6000 asf

Auditorium 400p

8800 asf

Auditorium 160p

3500 asf

Auditorium 160p

3500 asf

Lobby

2500 asf

University Testing 

Center

120 seats

3500 asf

Cafe

1000 asf

Faculty 

Lounge / 

Training

1000 asf

Tutoring 

Center

1000 asf

Classroom, 100p

3000 asf

Classroom, 100p

3000 asf

Classroom, 80p

2400 asf

Building Support

3000 asf

Classroom, 80p

2400 asf

Computer 

Lab

1500 asf

Computer 

Lab

1500 asf

MultiMedia

Lab

1500 asf

MultiMedia

Lab

1500 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

4 study 

rooms

1000 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Informal 

Study Space

1500 asf



36,000 asf

TEAM EXERCISE

Items to Consider:
1. You can fill the square.  Corridors, toilets, MEP, 

etc. will be factored in.

2. If you do not have any building support (IT 

closets, maintenance storage, housekeeping 

closets, etc.), the building will not function. 

3. Classrooms have been sized for active learning 

and include digital technology.

4. When you teach in a classroom, you want the 

room to feel full. 

5. What questions do you have?

6. Does anything seem to be missing? 

7. How many students on your campus?

8. What other facilities do you have? 



PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS:

Auditorium 275p

6000 asf

Auditorium 400p

8800 asf

Auditorium 160p

3500 asf

Auditorium 160p

3500 asf

Lobby

2500 asf

University Testing 

Center

3500 asf

Cafe

1000 asf

Faculty 

Lounge / 

Training

1000 asf

Tutoring 

Center

1000 asf

Classroom, 100p

3000 asf

Classroom, 100p

3000 asf

Classroom, 80p

2400 asf

Building Support

3000 asf

Classroom, 80p

2400 asf

Computer 

Lab

1500 asf

Computer 

Lab

1500 asf

MultiMedia

Lab

1500 asf

MultiMedia

Lab

1500 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

Classroom

25p

750 asf

4 study 

rooms

1000 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Classroom, 

50p

1500 asf

Informal 

Study Space

1500 asf



04 Takeaways



Creative 

Power 

Principle

Key 

Creative 

Skill

Easy Way to 

Remember 

the Face

Benefit to 

Teams

Pitfalls

The Seer

The Power 

to Image

Visualization

Sees the 

steps

See it

Vision for future

Test possible 

outcomes

Needs to 

combine 

Seer with 

other faces

The Alchemist

The Power to 

Connect 

Domains

Ideas from 

connection

Ideas quickly

Mix it up

Insights 

through 

Analogies

Can rush others 

in teams before 

they are ready

The Fool

The Power to 

Celebrate 

Weakness

Inversion

Absurdity 

Perseverance

Invert it

Ideas that break 

through barriers

Can persevere 

beyond what’s 

reasonable

The Sage

The Power to 

Simplify

Simplification

Ideas from 

History & Story

Simplify it

Insight to 

key issues

Can focus too 

soon without 

all issues 

clear

The Observer

The Power 

to Notice 

Detail

Ideas from the 

collection of detail

Curiosity

Notice it

Conceptual 

thinking 

rooted in real 

issues

Can draw the 

wrong 

inferences from 

the detail



T h e  S e e r

T h e  S a g e

T h e  A l c h e m i s t

T h e  O b s e r v e r

T h e  F o o l

What is the successful picture at the end?

What steps do we take to get there?

What is in the way, and how do I deal with it?

What data do I need to move forward?

How or from whom do I get it?

What (themes, conclusions) does it tell me?

How is this situation like others I’ve seen?

What lessons learned in other arenas apply here?

What if I turn this upside down and inside out?

If I look at it in the opposite way, how is the 

answer different?

If it was a mistake, what does it tell me?What is the simplest, most direct path?

How can the past help me?

Is the solution elegant?




